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flagship hair oil brand Dabur Amla Hair

year also marked the achievement of

this consumer initiative, christened Dabur

Oil ended the year with strong double digit

another big milestone with Dabur Amla

Amla ‘Banke Dikhao Rani’, which

growth.

competition

Nelli Hair Oil entering the Limca Book of

recognizes and rewards young girls for

introduced mega price cuts and rolled out

Records 2011 for organizing the longest

their beauty and talent. The contest was

lower priced products aimed at the bottom

ever non-stop hair massage marathon in

held across 52 districts in three states -

end of the pyramid, Dabur took calibrated

Chennai.

Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh & Bihar -

Even

though

price hikes on some select SKUs of its hair
oil brands to negate the input cost

Dabur organized a series of seminars

covering 2,000 villages.

across key markets to educate consumers

Dabur’s Coconut Hair Oil brand Vatika

and parlour professionals regarding the

Enriched

Dabur Amla continued to withstand

benefits of Dabur Amla Hair Oil. At these

experienced sharp spike in raw material

competition and has truly established itself

seminars, Dabur also shared the results of

prices. These cost pressures were negated

as the largest and most preferred perfumed

an independent consumer research initiated

by a judicious mix of intelligent buying and

hair oil brand in the country with a

to evaluate the superiority of Dabur Amla

calibrated price hikes. Besides, the brand

consumer base of over 35 million users.

Hair Oil in comparison to ordinary coconut

continued to establish its superiority over

hair oil. As per this the consumer study in

plain coconut oil and performed well

an

during the year.

pressures.

As part of a strategy to attack the coconut
oil stronghold in South India, Dabur has
introduced focused marketing initiatives
specifically targeted at the south India
consumers. In southern markets, the
product has been christened as Dabur Amla
Nelli Hair Oil to help the consumers relate

expert

discussion

session

titled

“Discover The Mystique of Amla for
Giving Women Rich, Black Hair”, it was
proven that Dabur Amla Hair Oil makes
hair visibly blacker v/s ordinary coconut

Coconut

Hair

Oil

also

The Vatika Enriched Almond Hair Oil
brand too expanded its presence in the
market and has been performing well in
key geographies like East and West India.

hair oil.
It was a tough year for the Vatika shampoo

in a better way to the product and

Besides, its mega rural beauty pageant

understand the ingredient benefit story. The

initiative continued for the fourth year in
running, helping the brand convert a larger
number of loose mustard oil users to Dabur
Amla Hair Oil. Your Company expanded

range as it faced pressure from both ends on the one hand from entry of new players,
increasing disruptive competitive intensity
in the form of price cuts and higher
promotions by rivals and on the other hand
from rising input costs. Dabur was quick to
respond to the increased competitive
intensity and re-launched the brand during
the second half of the year with a new
proposition, besides increasing consumer
promotions to offer the largest shampoo
quantity in a sachet. This helped the brand
gain ground towards the end of the year
and win back volume market share. A new
pricing strategy has now been put in place
as the Company is offering an enhanced
value proposition for Vatika shampoo
bottles, besides increasing focus on rural
markets with a slew of consumer contact
activities.
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Dabur’s range of 100% juices with no
added sugar under the Réal Activ brand
also maintained the growth momentum
during the fiscal, riding on the growing
health consciousness among Indians. A
new ‘Snack Healthy’ campaign was
launched for the brand.
The 2010-11 fiscal also marked the launch

ONE IN EVERY 2 HOUSEHOLDS
USING HAIR OILS IN KINGDOM
OF SAUDI ARABIA IS A DABUR
HAIR OIL USER. ONE IN EVERY
3 HOUSEHOLDS USING HAIR
CREAMS IN SAUDI ARABIA IS A
VATIKA HAIR CREAM USER

of India’s first fiber-enriched fruit beverage
range - Réal Activ Fiber+. The new
beverage range contains soluble dietary
fiber that helps manage weight, keeps
digestive system healthy and maintains
heart health. Made from 100% fruit juice
with no added sugar and no preservatives,
Réal Activ Fiber+ is available in two
exciting tasty variants - Multi Fruit, which
is a blend of exotic fruits like Passion Fruit,
Apricot, Guava, Orange & Apple; and
Orange Citrus Punch, which is a blend of
tropical

citrus

Mandarine,

fruits

Tangarine,

like

Orange,

Pineapple

&

Lemon. One glass (200 ml) of Réal Activ

than 50%. A sustained media campaign

to `892 crores in 2010-11 fiscal,

Fiber+ is equivalent to fiber present in one

coupled with the sharp surge in prices of

contributing to 22% of consolidated sales.

whole Apple or Orange. Réal has always

raw garlic and ginger in the market pushed

Excluding

been at the forefront of innovation,

demand for the Hommade culinary pastes

International Business Division recorded

pioneering the concept of packaged fruit

range, which was relaunched last year in an

sales of `717 crores in 2010-11, growing

all-new packaging.

by 17.6%. The operating margins of the

juices in India and was being the first to
introduce 100% fruit juices and fruitvegetable juices. The launch of Réal Activ
Fiber+ marks a step forward in this
direction. This range was test marketed in
Mumbai and Bangalore in December 2010
and will be rolled out nationally this
summer.

Your Company will now be extending this
portfolio with the launch of single-use
Hommade sachets and Hommade pastes in
glass bottles. Special TVCs are also being
introduced to promote various products
under the Hommade culinary range.

from in-store sampling to higher 360°

International Business
Division (IBD)

visibility - being introduced for the

Our International Business Division

culinary range of products under the

(including Hobi and Namaste acquisitions)

Hommade brand, which helped this

recorded an impressive sales growth of

portfolio report impressive growth of more

46.3% from `610 crores in 2009-10 fiscal

The year gone by saw mega initiatives -

the

acquisitions,

the

business improved significantly during the
first half of the year, reflecting the strength
of the brands. However, in the second half
of the year, the external conditions became
challenging due to political turmoil and
instability in key countries of Middle East
and North Africa region, leading to demand
contraction coupled with inflationary
pressures due to commodity cost inflation.
In spite of that, the business continued to
grow and is expected to return to normalcy
in the coming months.
In

the

international

markets,

your
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Retail Business - New U

franchise route for New U stores, by

international beauty brands - like QVS,

Dabur India Ltd. operates a chain of

issuing an advertisement in leading dailies

Homar, Divo etc - at New U stores. The

focused beauty retail outlets under the

seeking applications. The first of the

Company is planning to build a pool of 8-

brand name New U. This business is

franchisee outlets - focussed on high-streets

10 international brands exclusive to the

operated

wholly-owned

as against company-owned outlets in

New U cache. Today, the New U private

subsidiary H&B Stores Ltd. by a team of

malls - is expected to be operational by

label brands and exclusive brands together

retail experts who have experience in

July 2011.

account for about 12-15% of total volumes

beauty/lifestyle retail and realty intricacies.

The year saw New U expand its private

This business, which underwent a strategy

label business at the stores with the

and format tweak in the previous fiscal, is

introduction of New U branded cotton

New U private label portfolio.

now being expanded in a calibrated manner

balls, nail enamels and nail enamel

New U has entered into shop-in-shop tie-

with special focus on North India. The

removers. This portfolio would be rapidly

ups with three big retailers across India to

network today has 36 retail outlets and 15

expanded with the launch of New U body

operate and manage the beauty products

more are in various stages of development

showers, body lotions, lip balms and other

portfolio at these mega stores. This tie-up

and set to be launched by the end of the

personal care items in July this year. The

also marked New U’s entry into the Pune

second quarter of 2011-12 fiscal. While a

formulations for all the New U private label

market through the shop-in-shop route and

bulk of these stores are centered in North

products have been developed by our

your Company is confident that it will

India - covering Delhi-NCR, Punjab, Uttar

experts at New U.

prove to be a well-established retail

under

the

Pradesh, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh the business has also established seeding
presence in South India with outlets in

The profile of New U stores has undergone
a revamp and the outlets are now

at New U and this is expected to grow
going ahead with the expansion of the

destination. The Company has also
ventured into establishing Express Stores,

positioned as a lifestyle beauty store,

which would be highly focused tiny format

offering a one-stop solution for all beauty

stores that would stock only fast-selling

The end of the 2010-11 fiscal saw Dabur

needs. This beauty connect has been further

items. The merchandise in these New U

take initial steps to venture into the

strengthened by the presence of exclusive

Express

Hyderabad and Bangalore.

Stores

would

be

localized

according to consumer preference in each
location.
The New U stores offer consumers a host
of promotions and activations, which have
emerged as a big consumer hook all
through the year. New U has rolled out a
host

of

consumer

promotions

and

activations at its stores in association with
vendors like Maybelline, L’Oreal Paris and
Dabur Uveda. Some of the highly
successful brand activations undertaken
include ‘Makeover Marathons’, ‘Festival
of Beauty’ and the ‘Gals In The City’
campaign with Maybelline. New U also
has a consolidated annual promotions and
marketing calendar targeted at seasonal
promotions, theme-based campaigns and

